If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, we denote by C 0 (X) the Banach space of continuous, complex-valued functions vanishing at infinity on X, provided with the usual supremum norm. If X is actually compact, so that C Q (X) consists of all continuous complex functions on X, we will, whenever it is convenient to do so, represent this function space by the more customary notation C(X). Now if X and Y are two locally compact Hausdorff spaces and if there exists a continuous isomorphism φ of C Q (Y) onto C 0 (X) satisfying 11 ^11 ll^" 1 !! -a > we write X~ Y. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of a norm-increasing isomorphism φ of C 0 (Y) onto 
for ^G Then ||9>|| -2 and H^H = 1.
Aside from showing that the number 2 is exact for the formulation of the Banach-Stone theorem cited above, the example is of interest in that it provides a prototype of all examples which one can construct of pairs X, Y with X compact and Y noncompact, for which there exists a norm-increasing map φ of C Q (Y) onto C(X) with \\φ\\ = 2. We wish to show that, provided X and Y are first countable spaces, in any such example which can be constructed the isomorphism φ must behave very much as does that in the example given in this paper.
To this end we first note that if we represent the elements of the dual spaces C 0 (Y)* and C(X)* as measures via the Riesz representation theorem, and employ the customary notation for unit point masses, then the isomorphism φ of the example is completely determined by the following equations involving the adjoint mappings:
We will prove the following: Before beginning the proof of the theorem, we establish some conventions regarding notation. If ye Y, we will say that a sequence {g y>n :n = l,2,
•} S C Q (Y) is regularly associated with the point
Λe support of g y , n is contained in Z7 n , where {U n : n -1, 2, •} is some neighborhood base at # with U n+1 g Z7 W for all w. We write {#","} -»7/ to denote that {#","} is regularly associated with 2/. The definition of sequences {f x , n } S C(X) regularly associated with a point a; e X is analogous, and we use the corresponding notation: {f x , n }«-» x.
If 2/6Γ, and {g y j *-+ y, then
exists for all xeX, and is equal to <p*μ x ({y}). Thus for fixed xeX, Now if we suppose that \β\ ^ J -ε, the previous inequality gives ll»ll>i.
Next from (3), and the fact that ||£>*|| = 2, we obtain μ = φ*μ x -aμ y1 and ||^||^2-|α|. Thus φ*^μ = (1 -aβ)μ x -av, and since φ*~ι is norm-decreasing, it follows that It thus follows that the function \\im n φ(g y>n )\ has a maximum on X. And since we may now replace "sup" by "max" in (4), this maximum is necessarily greater than or equal to one. Thus if we choose a point a elat which the function attains its supremum,
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311 then by (1) we have φ*μ x = aμ y + μ, where \a\ ^ 1 and μ({y}) = 0.
For this point sc write φ*~ιμ y -βμ x + y, where β is a scalar and v({x}) = 0. We then have Combining (6) and (8) we obtain 2 -\a\^2 -2\a\\β\, which gives 1/91 ^ ί and completes the proof of (II). Now let a; be a fixed point of X whose existence is guaranteed by (II)-i.e., φ*μ x = aμ y + μ, where \a\ ^ 1 and μ({y}) = 0, and φ*~ιμ y = βμ β + v, where |/3| ^ ί and v({#}) = 0. If {^,J <-* #, then by (1) a -\\m n (φ(g y , n ))(%)> so (5) provides an upper bound for \a\: \a\ < (4 + ε)/4 . We wish to find an upper bound for \β\.
To this end note that
J-> \(φ-ι (i))(y)\ -
Combining this with 1 ^ l Now using (7) we obtain^ 1/51 -= \β\ + ||v|| gives |/2| < (8 + ε)/16.
But we have (10) (32 -12ε -ε 2 )/64 > 1/(2 + ε) > 1/2(1 + ε) , the first inequality holding since 0 < ε < 1/6, while the second is valid for all positive values of ε. Thus since 1 ^ \β\ + \\v\\ and \β\^i imply together that \\v\\ ^ £, it follows from (9) and (10) that there exists a point x' e X -{x} such that \lim n (φ(g Vιn ))(x')\ > 1/(1 + ε). Hence by (I) we must have φ*~xμ y = β'μ % > + u', where |/S'| > i -ε and i/({α'}) -0. Thus (III) is proved.
Next, for this point xeX, if {/*,»}«-* α then (2), and a computation exactly analogous to that preceding (7), (with the f Xyn replacing the g y , n and μ x replacing μ y ), yield lim \φ~ι(f x , n )dμ = 1 -aβ . n J Thus, noting that \\μ\\ = H^μJI -\cc\ 5j 1, an argument paralleling that of (9), and an application of the first inequality in (10) and that (by (11)) ||C|| ^ 1 -|τ|, we obtain 2 -2|τ| ^ ||9>*P|| ^1 -| This is equivalent to |α'||τ| ^ 3|τ| -1 which, together with (11), gives \a r \ > 1 -ε. This completes the proof of (IV). The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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